CRITICAL CARE TRANSPORT
An Illustrated Book about the story of Transport Nursing
The origins, pioneers and practitioners of critical care transport
Contact: Lynne Shindoll, ASTNA Publications Manager, lshindoll@ASTNA.org
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“The autonomy out there is sobering. It’s just the three of us, the pilot and the flight nurse and the
paramedic. When we step off the aircraft, we don't know what we’re going to see. ”
Rita Meyer, Flight Nurse

Transport nurses are incredible, indispensable and in the experience of many of their patients - often invisible.
Dedicated, highly skilled, and daring, transport nurses are the medical profession’s “Coast Guard” forever on
call, ready at a moments notice and superbly qualified from
takeoff to touchdown.
In 21st Century America, transport nurses are a bit of a
throwback, their visage not dissimilar to the military corpsmen
from which the profession can trace its roots. Working from a
miniaturized emergency room, transport nurses need to be
medical McGuyvers - facile with an array of the latest
technology but able to improvise solutions on the spot.
Helicopters can compress time and distance like no other
conveyance, but only when they are in the air so flight nursing
is all about minimizing the time spent on the ground. Ten
minutes from touchdown to takeoff. Its about the redefining
the Golden Hour -bringing the hospital to the patient rather than the patient to the hospital.
at its fastest, triage, stabilize and transport.

It’s urgent care

CRITICAL CARE
TRANSPORT
Proposed Chapters
Stricken

Stricken is an essay written
to the unknown, unnamed
first responders who came
to the aid of an injured
snowmobiler in the North
Woods of Maine. The
essay recounts the isolation
and helplessness she felt
upon looking at her
fractured leg poking
through her snowmobile
suit and the worry that she
would succumb to an injury
that was so “fixable”
anyplace but where she
was.
Prelude: The World Before
Flight Nursing

Prelude describes the
world of critical care
transport before the
development of the modern
emergency management
system. From the days of
“load and go”” to
ambulances that doubled
as hearses, Prelude aims to
set the scene for all the
innovations to come.
Pioneers: The Development
of Critical Care Transport

Pioneers features the
stories of a half dozen
innovators of transport
nursing. From educators
and practitioners to
technical innovators,
Pioneers tells the struggle
to establish and grow the
specialty, codify and
standardize the industry,
and organize the myriad
independent transport
services into a singular

CRITICAL CARE
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Proposed Chapters
Transport: Planes, Trains
and Heli’s, a look back at
Conveyances

Few medical specialties
have been defined by the
means of transport.
Innovations in fixed-wing
aircraft, helicopters and
ground vehicles have
moved concurrently with
the medical marvels inside
the cabins and cockpits.
Conveyances is primarily
a photo essay of how far
the specialty has come.
Mobile Medicine

One of the more striking
features of the history of
transport nursing is the
constant need to “figure it
out” with the equipment
you have on board. This
need to innovate solutions
to patient care in minutes is
what makes the specialty
so demanding. It’s like
what they used to say
about Ginger Rogers, she
did it “backwards and in
heels.” Similarly, flight
nurses need to do
everything critical care
nurses do but in a tiny, loud
aircraft, buffeted by winds
with a helmet on.
Wired: Technology Shapes
the Specialty

The history of transport
nursing is the continual
effort to fit an emergency
department's worth of
technology in a space half
the size of an average
closet. Wired traces the
innovations that have
transformed the specialty.

Contact Information:

Lynne Shindoll, lshindoll@ASTNA.org
Patti Corbett, Patricia.Corbett@airmethods.com

CRITICAL CARE TRANSPORT: Proposed Chapter (cont.)

Notables- Notables are a series of feature stories told about unusual or compelling critical care transports. Drawn
from stories from a dozen ASTNA members, Notables tells the stories of harrowing landings on isolated lighthouses
off the North Carolina coast or in the remote backcountry of a Utah slot canyon. Written in a magazine style, the
stories will be selected for diversity of experience, type of medical intervention or high-profile work such as the
transports at the Pentagon following the 9/11 attacks.
Letters- Usually, when a flight nurse is engaged, it is not a day patients care to remember. Car crashes, boating
accidents or simple transports to a specialty hospital, patients would rather forget this day. Moreover, if they
remember any medical professional, it’s likely to be the doctor at the hospital. The flight nurse is a transient in the
experience, intentionally so. But some patients remember and they write. Letters is a chapter comprising some of
the hundreds of thank-you letters pinned on bulletin boards to transport nurses across the country.
In Memoriam- A chapter dedicated to the flight crews who have lost their lives while serving others. By some
estimates, transport nursing is one of the most hazardous professions in the world. Accidents are simply part of the
equation. As one flight nurse noted . . . the day she realized her flight suits were made of Nomex the fire-retardant
garment is the day she realized just how ever present the risks of being a flight nurse were.

THE ASTNA LEGACY PROJECT
In honor of its 35 anniversary, the Air & Surface Transport Nurses Association celebrates its members and all critical care
transport nurses with the 2019 publication of a beautiful coffee table book Critical Care Transport.
This project aims to build public awareness of critical care transport nursing, profiling the dedication, expertise, autonomy,
heroism, and sacrifice of the more than 5,000 critical care transport nurses who serve thousands of patients each year.
As described in the table of contents, this book highlights the people, places, innovations, and pioneers of our profession
through a series of stories, photographs, letters, and historical vignettes.
As our partners in this great profession, this is your story too. The history of transport nursing is the story of continual
innovation from our industry partners. We use your vehicles, equipment, services, and facilities to provide this public
good. Join us in raising the funds to make this project a reality. Please review the donor packages listed on the last page
and contact us today. Let’s shine a light on the transport nurses and the industry partners who have made critical care
transport a key link in the chain of emergency response.
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$2,500

Bronze
$1,000

Benefits
2019 Social Media VIP Package*
4 tickets to 2019 ASTNA luncheon at AMTC
Recognition by podium speakers at ASTNA functions at 2019 AMTC and
2019 CCMTC
Prominent name and logo recognition with hyperlink on ASTNA website
Name and logo recognition slide opener at 2019 ASTNA luncheon
Name and logo recognition with hyperlink on ASTNA website
Thank you messages on ASTNA Facebook
Name and logo inclusion on project page outlining professional awards
sponsored
Thank you message on Twitter
Name and logo recognition on ASTNA website
Thank you email blast to ASTNA members (including logo and hyperlink)
Thank you message in Wheels and Rotors
Name inclusion in project press release
Name and logo inclusion on project marketing/promotion
Name and logo recognition on project donor page
Name and logo recognition on signage at ASTNA functions at 2019
AMTC
Name and logo recognition on signage at ASTNA booth at 2019 AMTC,
2019 CCMTC, 2019 NTI
Complimentary book
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*This package is oﬀered only to Platinum donor and provides ASTNA retweeting 2019 AMTC conference-related posts from sponsor
account, ASTNA sharing 2019 AMTC conference-related posts from sponsor account, and sponsor account co-hosting conference
coverage via Facebook Live session, live tweeting session, and Twitter chat.

